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Understanding the mechanism of the liquid-glass transition is one of the most long-standing 
pro blems in condensed ma七terphysics. The main difficulty comes from the fact that there 
is litle change in the static structure of a liquid while the characteristic time dramatically 
increases as the transition point is approached. Recent studies have shown the existence of a 
growing dynamic correlation length associated with dynamic heterogeneity [1]. F¥凶hermore，
it was demonstrated numerically that medium-range crystalline order is formed in supercooled 
liquids， and it may be responsible for both dynamic heterogeneity and the incre出 eof relaxation 
time [2， 3].
In order to check experimentally七hevalidity of the above numerical resulもs，we study ver七1-
cally vibrated two-dimensional granular matter (i.e.， monolayer of particles) as a model system 
of the liquid-glass transition. In this system， the transition between solid-like state and liquid-
like state is known七ooccur as a function of shaking amplitude or packing fraction [4， 5].Here 
we introduce polydispersity in theparticles， which is often used in colloidal systems to prevent 
crystallization. Indeed， asthe packing fraction is increased， the liquid-glass transition occurSj 
namely， the relaxation time increases while the long-range structure remains liquid-like. 
Using this model system， we now study the main issue， that is， whether the correlation 
between dynamics and medium-range crystalline order also exists in this system. Figure l(a) 
is the trajec七oryof particle motion over the structural relaxation time T，α， which clearly shows 
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the bond-orientational order parameter ψ~ = (1/ηj) L:k exp (i68jk) for each particle j， where 
the sum runs over the nj nearest neighbors of particle j， and 8jk is the angle between the bond 
Tk -乃andthe x-axis. In order to eliminate short-七imefluctuations， we calculate the time-
averaged order parameter as叫 =(l/T，α)万戸TQ I叫Idt.From the spatial distribution of叫 (see
Figure l(b))， we confirm that medium-range crystalline order indeed emerges， and that clusters 
with high crystalline order correspond to the region of slow particles. We also observed that the 
crystalline correlation length e monotonically grows as the packing fraction is increased， and the 
fitting indicates e and Tcαdiverge towards the same packing fraction. This simple relationship 
between the length scale e and the time scale T，αmay be the essence of the mechanism of slow 
dynamics. These experimental results， together with the previous numerical ones， suggest a new 
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Figure 1: Relationship between dynamic heterogeneity and medium-range crystalline order. (a) 
Trajectory of particle mo七ionover the structural relaxation time T.α・(b)Spatial distribution 
of the time-av位 agedorder parameter叫.Closed and open circles represent the posi tions of 
ordered (宙iと0.75)and disordered par七iclesrespecti vely. 
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